Abstract. The paper can give reference to select structural scheme of the same kind of super high-rise building (150m and 180m). Different seismic precautionary intensity (SPI) and frame-corewall structure plans are compared. SPI is from 6 to 8 degree (design basic acceleration of ground motion (DBAGM) is assumed as 0.2g, g=9.8m/s 2 ). When floor height is low and inclined beams can't appear in rooms, it is essential to set inner circle columns between outer circle columns and corewall. The computations shows when SPI is low, inner circle columns between core wall and outer circle columns get few. Outer walls of core wall get thin and inner walls get few. The steel and reinforced concrete (SRC) columns below the 10~15th floor can be set to get small columns. When the length width ratio of the structural plan is small, the mass of unit area of every floor and the building cost is few.
Introduction
Super high-rise apartment or hotel below 200m is usually designed by frame-corewall structure. Frame can give big space for entrance hall at bottom. Central corewall can be used as vertical channel. The following plans are usually used for corewall: block box (such as four, nine or sixteen block box), rectangle-ambulatory, rectangle, and triangle. Shanghai Center ( Figure 1 ) and Shenzhen Ping'An International Financial Center's corewall plan are nine block box. Dalian Greenland Center's corewall plan is triangle. Burj Khalifa Tower (or Burj Dubai Tower, Figure 2 ) has Y core-tube plan. According to the papers [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , the design main points about frame-corewall structure are generalized as following: (a) Corewall bears the horizontal force and frame provides the vertical resistance. In practice, outer circle frame is often dense columns that form tube in tube structure to reduce corewall stress. To set the hinged joint is helpful to logically arrange lateral rigidness between corewall and frame, and avoid reinforced concrete (RC) wall crack resulting from strong earthquake and unduly increased corewall's rigidness.
(b) Frame-corewall stress should be computed to undergo wind load of tall building beyond specification limit and ensure tall building's stability. At the same time, balance between lateral deformation and anti-seismic performance need must be considered to logically arrange rigidness and stress between frame and corewall.
(c) Frame-corewall about 200m height (160-240m) may prior to be designed by all RC structure. Mixed structure (frame is steel, SRC, or concrete filled steel tube(CFST), and corewall is RC) construction is relatively difficult and cost is higher 30% than RC. Special protection is needed for fire, rust and corrosion.
(d) When one of the following circumstances occurs, mixed structure is more suitable: when corewall has lager height width ratio and mixed structure is sensitive to lateral movement, story with outriggers or belt members need to be set to control displacement; the distance between frame columns with corewall is larger and net height is unfit; outer circle \columns are inclined net members; SPI is over 7.5 degree ; reference wind press(RWP) is over 0.8 kN/m2; investors wants to complete the building structure as possible as early. The distance between frame and corewall in Shanghai Center is over 17m and outer circle columns are steel frame.
(e) The beam end supported by corewall can be widened to avoid high ratio of reinforcement.
(f) The area ratio of corewall to the whole floor is generally 25%~35%; (g)There are some critical solved issues about super high rise frame-corewall: selection to structural system; elastic computation and stability analysis of the whole structure; construction simulation during different phase; concrete shrinkage and creep analysis; floor comfort analysis; structural dynamic elastic-plastic analysis. For Shanghai Center, vertical live load reduction analysis, wind press test, anti-seismic reliability analysis, ductility analysis, optimal analysis of steel quantity are all performed. Burj Dubai Tower's perimeters columns were determined by the rule that the self-weight gravity stress on the columns was equal to the stress on the interior corridor walls. It can reduce the effect of shrinkage and creep.
According to Literature 8 (called Specification) , when SPI is 6 to 8 degree, RC tall building beyond Specification limits is respectively beyond 150m,130m, 100m. According to B class height's control, the tall building's height won't be beyond 210m, 180m, 140m.
Super High-rise Building Outline
The following research will be given: the super high-rise building is almost 150m (SPI is 6 to 8 degree) and 180m (SPI is 6 to 7.5 degree(DBAGM is 0.15g)) , the influence of SPI on structural plan is given. Region category is II and III. RWP8 is 0.55kN/m 2 and wind load won't play leading role. Plan shape is square or rectangle. Floor height of the 1 st and 2 nd floor is 5.1m and other floors is 3.15m. There are two floors at basement and floor height is 4.5m (for 150m) and 5m (for 180m). Building and corewall's height-width ratios are given in Table 1 and seismic grade is given in Table  2 and Table 3 . At every floor, dead load is 1.5kN/m 2 and live load is 2kN/m 2 ; live load at corewall and corridor around it is 3.5kN/m 2 . The unit weight of masonry wall is less than 8kN/m 3 . Concrete strength grade isn't more than C60 cube strength and steel bar is chosen as III grade (fy=360MPa, fy means steel bar's design yield strength). Structural computational software is YJK (it is developed by Beijing Ying Jian Ke software Co.ltd). The overlapped part among beam, wall and column is only counted one time. RC frame-corewall 1 1 7.5 SRC frame-corewall 1 1 Note: Except 6 degree PSI and 150m height building, all is tall building beyond Specification limits. If building height is more than 140m and less than 150m, the RC frame-corewall at the region where SPI is 8 degree(0.2g) have been beyond the height of B grade building; seismic grade of frame will be decided by performance analysis, or structure form is changed as SRC frame and RC corewall.
The controlled computations are following: allowable value of drift angle is 1/800; the 1 st natural period (lateral sidesway mode) isn't more than 0.85 times of the 3 rd one (torsional mode); the ratio of axis force to pressure isn't beyond Specification The ratio of the maximum of floor displacement to the mean of one isn't more than 1.4. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show square and rectangle structural plan (standard floor at bottom, the following is same) of 150m building with different SPI. The variation about structural members' dimension are shown in Table 4 and Table 5 .
Structure Plan of 150m Building with Different SPI Structure Plan
In Figure 3 , horizontal span between columns is 7.8m and vertical span is 8.4m (at side span) or 8.1m (at central span). SPI is from 8 to 7 degree, for inner circle columns, only the columns at the corner of corewall are kept. From 7 to 6 degree, the inclined beams at corridor around corewall is cancelled. From 8 to 6 degree, shear walls in corewall get less.
In Figure 4 horizontal span is 8.7m and vertical span is 7m (at side span) or 7.8m (at central span). Compared with square plan, rectangle plan has the following difference: when SPI is 8 degree, columns section height is increased, so lateral stiffness of high rise building gets large. As a result, corewall will get thinner; when it is 7.5 degree, outer wall thickness is increased, but inner wall one isn't increased. We can rely on the lateral stiffness of outer wall instead inner wall to resist horizontal earthquake. The structure form have become double corewall at 7 and 6 degree SPI. Inner Wall SRC  6  1400x1400, 1500x1500  600x600  450  200~300  no  7 1500x1500, 1600x1600, 1800x1800 600x600 800 300 no 7.5 1600-1600-20-25-1300-500, 1600x1600 800x600 800 500 no 8 1600-1600-20-25-1300-500 700-600-20-400-400-20 1000 500~600 yes Note: Few columns are cross I-section SRC column and section is defined by total section's width and height, thickness of cross I-section's web and flange, total height of cross I-section, width of cross I-section's flange. Few beams are I-section SRC beam and section is defined by total section's width and height, thickness of I-section's web, total height of I-section, width and thickness of I-section's flange. Wall is thickness. SRC at the last column in Table 3 .1 means whether SRC columns appear above the 10 th floor. (The following is same). Figure 5~8 and Figure 9 show seismic response and mass of unit area with different SPI about 150m building. From Figure 5 to Figure 9 , when seismic action gets more violent, super high rise building structure may be more rigid. Accordingly, natural period gets shorter and walls or columns get thicker or huger. As a result, mass of unit area of every floor gets more. In the figures, T1 and T2 is respectively the 1 st ' and 2 nd natural period. V1, V2, M1 and M2 are respectively shear and overturning moment at the bottom corresponding to T1 and T2. Figure 5 . Natural period. Figure 6 . Shear at bottom. Figure 7 . Displacement maximum. S P I S q u a r e R e c t a n g l e Figure 8 . Overturning moment. Figure 9 . Mass of unit area with different SPI.
Variation on Seismic Response and Mass of Unit Area

Structure Plan of 180m Building with Different SPI
Structure Plan Figure 10 and Figure 11 show square and rectangle structural plan with different SPI about 180m building. The structural members' dimension is shown in Table 6 and Table 7 .
In Figure 10 , horizontal span is 8.2m and vertical span is 8.2m (at side span) or 8m (at central span). Span in Figure 11 is 8.1m. Inner Wall SRC  6  1600x1600, 1700x1700  600x600  700  400  no  7 1500-1500-20-22-1200-800 800x600 900 350 no 7.5 1700-1700-22-30-1400-850, 1600-1600-20-22-1300-800 700-600-20-400-400-20 950 350~400 yes Table 7 . Structural members of 180m rectangle plan building with different SPI (unit: mm). According to the five figures, mass of unit area's is a little different from 150m. At 6 degree, for 180m square building, because of ratio of axis force to pressure, walls in elevator rooms is thicker. Figure 16 and Figure 9 obviously show that mass of unit area of rectangle plan is usually higher than square. For 180m square plan at 6 degree, corewall is thicker, and frame beam section is larger (when section is small, the beam end connected to corewall will be over reinforcement). At the same time, SRC columns are unused and RC columns are relatively large. So mass of unit area is higher than rectangle plan. Amount of unit area usage of concrete and steel bar about rectangle plan is more than square plan. So to get economic structure, to control length width ratio is efficient. From Table 4 to Table 7 , seismic action is relevant to structural members' dimension. For 7.5 degree in Figure 3 and Figure 4 , 7 degree in Figure 9 , 7 degree and 6 degree in Figure 10 , although structure form is still RC frame-corewall, columns below the tenth floor are SRC columns.
Inclusion
(1)When corewall width is more than 1/12 total height of core wall, structure displacement usually isn't beyond Specification restriction.
(2)For apartment where floor height is low and inclined beams can't appear in rooms, it is essential to set inner circle columns between outer circle columns and corewall. The frame-corewall structure layout in the paper has been applied to Dalian Wanda Group's super high rise building, such as Hefei Wanda Cultural Tourism City A District. When floor height is enough, inner circle columns can be cancelled. Xi'an First International City 8th Period A Tower (140m) haven't inner circle columns and inclined beams can be set.
(3)For super high rise building that columns' span is within 9m, when SPI changes from 8 degree (DBAGM is appointed as 0.2g) to 6 degress, inner circle columns between corewall and outer circle columns may be gradually canceled .
(4) When super high rise building's structure form is RC frame-corewall and SPI is 6 and 7 degree (150m only to 8 degree), although seismic action is mild, vertical force is huge. RC columns under the tenth floor can be replaced by SRC ones.
(5) According to the examples about super high rise building in the paper, length width ratio has effect on mass of unit area: if the ratio is low, mass of unit area is small; mass of unit area of the square plan is smaller than rectangle plan Mass of unit area is significant: when the value is small, seismic action is slight and cost of tall building is low. In the paper, the relative difference value of mass of unit area is up to 20% for different SPI.
